Regular Spanish Verbs Worksheet

Regular Spanish verbs end in –ar, -er, -or, -ir.

For each of the following regular verbs, fill in the blanks to add the correct endings.

Amar – to love
Yo am_____
Tú am_____ (for Spain and countries observing Tuteo)
Vos am_____ (Alternate for Argentina and countries observing Voseo)
Él/Ella am_____
Nosotros/Nosotras am_____
Vosotros am_____ (for Spain and countries observing Tuteo)
Ustedes am_____ (Alternate for Argentina and countries observing Voseo)
Ellos/Ellas am_____

Comer – to eat
Yo com_____
Tú com_____ (for Spain and countries observing Tuteo)
Vos com_____ (Alternate for Argentina and countries observing Voseo)
Usted/Él/Ella com_____  
Nosotros com_____  
Ustedes/Ellos/Ellas com_____  
Vosotros com_____ (Alternate for Argentina and countries observing Voseo)

Vivir – to live
Yo viv_____  
Tú viv_____ (for Spain and countries observing Tuteo)
Vos viv_____ (Alternate for Argentina and countries observing Voseo)
Usted/Él/Ella viv_____ 
Nosotros viv_____  
Ustedes/Ellos/Ellas viv_____  
Vosotros viv_____ (Alternate for Argentina and countries observing Voseo)